Every American is invited to speak directly to Donald Trump, the President of
the United States.
Simply insert in a browser, “Contact the White House”.
The email form is fill-in the blank; Very easy, about 10 minutes to send.
Cut and paste filled in message below.
Once loaded onto form, scroll to top and take a screen shot.
Hit send. Verify sent script will pop up. Take a screen shot.
Usually an auto respond email comes back. Screen shot that as well.
You will have created your own Federal Public Record that is official.
Stating I DO NOT CONSENT and identifying what you do not consent too and
why destroys illegitimate government powers.
This is because no legislative portion of any constitution identifies the People
as subjects or objects to be regulated.
Regulation is done by consent. NO CONSENT = NO POWER APPLICABLE
BY GOVERNMENT.
Forced regulation without fully identified authority is Slavery.
The founders knew none of the People hold power to regulate their neighbors.
Thus power to regulate the People is not in the constitutions.
Have fun. How many of these will make a difference?
Let’s find out, TOGETHER!

I Do Not Consent.
I, ______________________, declare under the penalty of perjury under the
laws of the United States of America, 28USC 1746(1). The following is true,
correct, supported by public record:
I am a citizen of the State of ________________;
I am a properly registered qualified voter under the laws of the State of.
______________;
I executed a proper Ballot in the 2020 national, state elections;
I am in possession of evidence proving the 2020 election is fraudulent,
particularly the states of Arizona, Georgia, Nevada, Pennsylvania, Michigan,
Wisconsin, and elections in other States as of yet not exposed as being
fraudulent under management by both foreign and domestic felons;
I DO NOT CONSENT to government affecting my life that is in any way
associated to or with fraud, fraudulent practices.
I KNOW no one may force me to cooperate with or be subject to fraud;
I KNOW any attempt to hold me subject to fraudulently placed government
officers is POLITICAL SLAVERY.
I KNOW, just as every other American does, that fraud voids anything it
touches, which makes the whole 2020 election void country wide because We
the People all vote for President.
Mr. President, you work for the American People, me personally, I am one of
the People and I voted in the 2016 election granting government consent to
be governed.
Mr. President, act now by voiding the 2020 election, or lose all legitimacy as
the President that cooperated with the fraud.
VOID THE ELECTION!

